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Putting a syllabus together for any course or class is always an experience and an intellectual struggle. A syllabus, especially in a programming course, is not merely (or should not be) a copying of the book chapter titles. A syllabus is a means of getting knowledge in the head (or perhaps in textbooks) out into the world, of creating and sharing knowledge in the world. A syllabus is a conceptual structure of a subject area. This essay discusses the construction of a syllabus for a class on Java programming as an example of the dimensionalities of a course syllabus.

For some, a course syllabus is a legal document. Some of the legalities show up in “policy” statements. For example, “Policies: Attendance policy follows the C&IS department’s policy (25% missed). Attendance will be taken every session. The student is responsible for obtaining any missed notes and materials and assignments. Make arrangements (phone numbers or email) with people other to do this for you, should you need to miss a session.”

For others, it is a plan, a pathway through a discipline, area of study, or subject matter. It is a template for a conception of significant notions of a particular subject matter. This plan or way through the thicket of a particular subject matter shows up in the weekly topics of study and discussion. This is usually the bulk of any syllabus. For example:

1. 27 August  Introduction to Course
2. 3 September  Java Introduced
   Chapter 1 Introduction to Java and Visual J++, 3-44
   Geography Lessons in Visual J++
   JAR 1 due
3. 10 September  Basic Elements & Structures
   Ch 2 Java Building Elements, 45-78
   Ch 3 Control Structures, 79-109
4. 17 September  Object-Oriented Thinking
   Ch 4 Methods, 111-138
   Ch 5 Programming with Objects and Classes, 139-183
   JAR 2 due

A course syllabus is an intentional document, a rhetorical device to alert an audience, the students, to the shape and form, the profile of a subject. As a rhetorical means, a syllabus may operate as a tool of discovery, a map of already explored parts, or a codified repository of elements to be learned anew by a new generation. This intentional approach first shows up in the course description and in the course objectives. The course description for the undergraduate Java course is: "INF3315 Java Programming provides the opportunity for students to learn an object-oriented language and to learn object-oriented programming. The course is aimed at learning how to program in Java and developing Java applications and applets. Topics included are Object-oriented Programming, Classes, Objects, Instances, Methods, Applets and Applications, Control Structures in Java, Java Arrays (as Objects), Strings and Characters, Graphics, Multimedia, Exception Handling, Multi threading, Files and Streams, Networking.” The objectives of the course are: “To study and learn object-oriented programming, To study and learn object-oriented program design concepts and techniques, To study and learn the object-oriented programming language, Java 2 (JDK 1.2.2), To study and learn about JDK (Java Development Kit, Sun Microsystems), To study and learn about the IDE Visual J++, To gain an understanding of self.”

A syllabus is an existential document because it is created with an audience in mind, but one that is situated in a set of circumstances. It is a dynamic state-of-affairs. How it is an existential document shows up in ways much like the following statement: “Any part of this syllabus may changed by the professor at any moment in time, depending on where you are, and if there is a valid reason, including the whim of the professor.”

A course syllabus reflects a context, and represents situations of performance within that context. The context is an educational one, not merely a training context. There is a different sense as to the reasons why someone may be studying the subject matter, in this case Java. This does not mean that “training” is not addressed, because these concerns commonly show up in the definitions of the situation according to the students. They are studying Java for a variety of reason, from “required” to “want to use it in the workplace”. Situations of performance show up in any syllabus in terms of the assignments developed and given and in the manner in which a student’s performance is reported on. For example, in this case, a student, when asked to do an assignment, which is commonly a programming assignment, is required to submit the results of the assignment in a report. The report details the assignment problem picked (usually a student has a choice of one from several problems), the algorithm designed to accomplish the task, the code of the Java program, screen shots of the output, and a discussion of any and all problems the student encountered, including error messages, on the way to completing the assignment. This report is designed to engage the student in the learning process of doing any assignment. It is integral to the nature of the course.

A course syllabus is also a model of a particular subject matter, purporting to reflect or represent a body of knowledge, a logical space of known objects or propositions, processes, procedures, and vocabularies.

A course syllabus is also an abstract list of things known to practitioners or a community of practice, but represents things to be learned.

A syllabus is a representation of how a professor sees the subject matter and how he or she thinks things ought to be understood.


A syllabus is a management tool of a project of learning. A course syllabus is a cultural artifact, for it exists within institutions, and a social setting. It represents something of value within the social scene. So, it is a social fact which spawns other facts of behavior (grades for example). These other facts are emotional and cognitive facts.
A course syllabus is a philosophical treatise because it rests on ontological and epistemological assumptions. It is an ontology of a worldview. In this case, it is the world of Java and the world of object-oriented programming.

A course syllabus is a lexicon, an introduction to a vocabulary. The vocabulary is the vocabulary of Java programming language, and its semantics and syntax. It is also a taxonomy of categories. The categories name and collect experiences, things, events, and bric-a-brac into coherent classification systems. A syllabus is an information architecture of a subject matter. In most (if not all) instances, a particular syllabus is only one of many possible architectures of a subject. Usually, specific textbooks offer a specific architecture to follow. A syllabus represents in the view of its creator an architecture designed to optimally traverse the subject matter.